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ABSTRACT

We attempt to derive the linear relationship between shock velocity

U a and particle velocity U from thermodynamic considerations, taking into

account an ideal gas equation of state and a Mie-Griineisen equation of state

for solids:

Y+IHJ + Ay+i)2\)p
2 *

U
y+i)2\)p

2 * h Co2)

where y is the ratio of specific heats Cp/Cv and Co is the speed of

sound. This formula is valid in solids when: y* -+ Y~l> Y* is the

Griineisen ratio.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In these experiments [23], Il3l the pv curve measured is Hugoniot

which can be formally defined as follows:

In the ideal case of a "steady shock wave" (valid under strong shock

conditions), where the shock front connects an undisturbed state with a uniform

shock state, it can be proved [l], [2], [h] using the laws of conservation of

mass, momentum and energy that across the shock front the following relations

are obeyed:

,= p,{Ut-Ur) (1)

(2)

(3)

where p, v and S are pressure, volume and internal energy (p = i ) ; so

U is the shock front velocity, U is the particle velocity in the compressed

region, the suffixes 1 and 0 represent the quantities in the shocked and

the unshocked region. These relations are valid at the shock front even for

the unsteady shock wave (where the stress behind the shock front is not

uniform) and are independent of the curvature of the shock front. These

relationships (1-3) are also known as Rankine-Hugoniot equations. A simultaneous

experimental determination of any two of the quantities (U ,11 , P , v ) along
s p X X

with the initial conditions locates a point in the (p-v) plane. The collection

of all such points, known as the Rankine-Hugoniot^can also "be represented in
the U - U (shock velocity U - particle velocity U ) diagram. This

s p s p

representation is quite attractive as shock velocity is basically a very

sensitive quantity, being in essence a differential measurement. Thus changes

in equation of state due to various physical phenomena barely discernible in

(p-v) curves are easily seen in the Ug- U plots [2],[3],[U]. It was found

almost thirty years ago, that the U - U relation of many materials is linear:
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Departures from linearity , which were very few, could usually be traced to

porosity, lar^e Hugoniot elastic limit or phase transitions. However during

the last few years, the range ami accuracy of the experimental U - U data
s p

have been considerably enhanced and now it is observed that the U - IJ curve
s p

deviates from linearity whenever pressure and temperature induced inter-band

transitions or ionization occurs in a material. The history of the phenomenon

responsible for the change int he slope of the U - U curve is as follows-

s p

In iodine and La, theoretically it is interpreted by McMaham et al.[5l

as resulting from thermal excitations from the 5P band into the previously

empty 5d bands (when U > 2.k ton/sec). Similar softening of the U - U
P s p

curve has been observed in Ar [6] and Xe [7] and is identified with the so-called

gap-closure excitation mechanism. An opposite mechanism seems to operate in La

where, for II > 1. OU km/sec, the Hugoniot has stiffened. McMahan et al. [ 5 ]

attribute this to the termination of the 6s-Sd transition. The U - U curve
s p

for Mo 13 almost linear right up to 5.0 Tpa, indicating the absence of any

of the above phenomena. This can also be understood from the calculations of

Petti Tor [lit] on ltd transition metals, which 3how that for Mo the respective

s and d electron populations do not vary drastically in this pressure region.

In Al, the change in slope is indicative of the onset of shell ionization while

in Be both shell ionization and interband transitions may be occurring.

In view of the above, the linearity of the U - U curve is expected

to break down whenever any electronic structural change occurs in the material

as a function of compression-temperature. However, it is still instructive to

examine the significance of the constants a and b in Eq.(U). Both are

electronic [15] quantities, the constant a has been identified with the

hydrodynamics sound speed [l] , [8] , [15] ; and the quantity p a 2 correlates very

well with the bulk, modulus. The bulk modulus, as the band calculations of

Moruzzi et al.[16]; show, is related to the electron density in the interstitial

region (the volume excluding the muffin-tin sphere).

The dependence of pQa on the electron density is expected from the

free electron theory.

Regarding the nature of the b parameter, there have been various

speculations. Al'tshuler [9] noted that b of a material was dependent upon

the type of conduction electrons. Rice [8] has given an interpretation of

this parameter through the thermodynamic considerations; in the limit p + 0

/ = 2 S - 1
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(5)

where s = — — . Recently Sikka et al.[lO] have also given an interpretation
dU ' —

P
of this parameter through the pseudopotential theory of sp metals. They

showed that

BV1 (6)

where p is the core pressure.

II. THERMODYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS

Thermodynamic considerations are particularly appropriate for discussion

of shock phenomena: Duvall et al.[2] use the Gibbs geometric representations in

thermodynamics to describe the phase transitions, since many important qualitative

aspects of shock-wave representation are related to topological features of

equation of state surfaces, without reference to particular analytical forms

or numerical values. Rice [8] pointed Out that the Mie-Gruneisen equation

of state, combined with the Dugdale-McDonald relation, form a basis for the

thermodynamic description of high-pressure states which will be adequate in

most applications.

In this work, we attempt to derive the linear relationship between

shock velocity and particle velocity from "Clausius" thermodynamic considerations

(according to the irreversibility case in adiabatic system). Such considerations

are more appropriate for discussion of shock phenomena. It has already been

mentioned in the introduction, that a shock wave is a disturbance propagating

at supersonic speed in a material, preceeded by an extremely rapid rise in

pressure, density and temperature. The general reader often associates shock

waves with explosions and other uncontrolled and irreversible processes. Then

shock waves are irreversible. Courant and Friedrichs [18] pointed out that the

shock process is adiabatic but not isentropic. The R-H curve lies above the

isentrope centered at the same point. It is usually called the "shock adiabat"

or "dynamical adiabat" in Russian literature.

In view of the above opinion, and according to the second law of the

thermodynamics the entropy of the system in consideration increases with Up.

Therefore the variation of the entropy between the given initial and final

states is positive (As = s(p ,v ) - s(po,vQ) > 0). For this variation (As)

to be at its maximum value the derivative of the variation of the entropy with

respect to U (particle velocity) must be positive (i.e. •JJJ— > 0).
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In order to obtain the variation of the entropy we need to know

the equation of state as well as the specific heat at constant volume (or

the free energy F ) .

This method will be applied to two different cases: (i) Ideal gas

and (ii) Solid.

2.1 i) Ideal gas

From the second law of thermodynamic we have

TdS = C,dT + ,(aP\dV (Y)

where V>, Cv and T are the entropy, the specific heat at constant volume and

the temperature of the system here Cv is constant. The equation of state is

PV= (y-1) E (6)

where E is the internal energy and y is the ratio of the specific heats

at constiint pressure and constant volume. Eqs,{7) and (8} yield:

dS = jdT
Cv T

Integrating Eq.(9) we get

As
Cv

(9)

(10)

From Eqs.(l), (2), (8) and (10) the variation of entropy can be written as

where Co^

(ii)

0 1
velocity of sound and pQ = — . For the condition of the

derivative of the variation of entropy with respect to U being positive

yields:

- U2 (y+1) U - u ' U 1 + U m - l ) u ' U2 - C^ 1 + c V 0 > 0
s i p S P J s I s p 0 I O s p

(12)

dU
where U = — - ; U = U (U ,Co), Co is constant. The solution of Eq.(l2)

s dU s s pdU
P

U (U ,
s p

is complicated. By the following method we can find a solution which is acceptable.
u

Putting x = TĴ - in Eq.(ll) and differentiating with respect to x one

obtains:

- c; > o (13)

remember: 0 < x < 1 and for x = 0; is = 0. Therefore, by applying the

thermodynaraic conditions U must finally be as follows ;

This solution [Ik) is acceptable because it satisfies the condition (12).

Therefore we expect that the solution (lU) is also valid in solids [191.

2.2 ii) The case of solids

2.2.1 equation of 3tate

Formally, the equation of state is a functional relationship among the

thermodynamical variables for a system in equilibrium. The thermodynamic parameters

of the system are p, v (or p = — , the density) T (or E internal energy),

for which the equation of state can be written as: f(p, v, T) = 0.

To obtain the form of f. it is convenient to compute the Helmholtz

free energy of the system: F • E - TS and obtain P as the volume derivative

p a> - — L. It is clear that F(v,T) or p{v,T) depend upon the microscopic

structure of the matter under consideration, which would vary as a function of

volume and temperature. These various states are discussed by Kirzhnits [22]

and Sikka [k]. According to them, the P-v domain is divided into three regions:

(a) experimental region; (b) intermediate region and (c) high-density

Thomas-Fermi-Dirac (TFD) region. The experimental region refers to the pressure

region below 0.5 to 1,0 Tpa, a region above which experimentation was not

possible until recently; here three terms contribute to the determination of the

equation of state; which are known as thermal contributions [20],

-5- -6-
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Thermal contributions to the equation of state may be included by

neglecting electron-phonon interactions and separately adding the uncoupled

electronic (HE ) and nuclear motion (AE ) contributions to the ground state
e n

properties (E ).

E(V,T) = EQ(VJ

P(V.T) - F (V) • AP CV.T) (V,T>

AK and Ap can be obtained from finite-temperature [5]{electron in a rigid

lattice}. If the interatomic potential is known, then the nuclear motion

terms can be determined directly. Instead, it Is necessary to introduce

approximations which bypass a knowledge of the microscopic physics and rely

on macroscopic variables — the pressure-volume curve to obtain nuclear thermal

properties via the well-known Gruneisen model*

2.2.2 Mle-Grlineisen equation of state

For the thermodynamic states of interest here, we shall assume that

the thermal energy of a metallic crystal can be adequately described by means

of a set of simple harmonic oscillators (the normal modes of the dynamical system)

whose frequencies \> are functions only of volume. The internal energy, E, is

then given by [11]

- 1
ii} (16)

where $ is the potential energy of the crystal with the particles at rest in

their equilibrium positions, and the summations is over the 3K normal modes of

the crystal, H being the total number of atoms. The pressure is given by:

P £fc» (IT)

dlnv
where y = - -^

a dlnv

Eq.(l'T) simplifies in two interesting cases. If all the y are equal

these quantities may be fu Lored from the summations as y. Alternatively,

in the classical limit, the energies of all oscillators are equal, so that

-7-
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these quantities may be factored and y becomes the average of the y

a*
In either cases Eq.(17) reduces to the equation of state of Mie and Gruneisen

(16a)

where E . is the vibrational contribution to the internal energy. A

rearrangement of the terms in Eq,(l8a) yields

P _ pK = I (E - EK) (18b)

where the subscript K refers to the quantities as a function of volume at

0 K. Gruneisen's ratio, y, can be expressed in terms of thermodynamic quantities

by differentiating Eq.(l8b). Since y is a function only of volumes

V
v(dP\ (ev\ „ (dl\

(lg)

where Cv and Cp are the specific heats at constant volume and pressure

respectively.

Solid state theory provides a connection between the Gruneisen ratio

and the derivatives of the curve P 0(
v)- According to Slater [ll]:

= _ V
7 22 (dH/dV) (20)

According to Dugdale-MacDonald [12]

~ ' (21)

A number of useful empirical relations have been offered [13],[20] which
"V 1

bypass these models. These assume -1- = constant or y • cv + — , where C is
T 1

a constant fitted at normal density, y = x is the limiting case at T « 0

and V •+ 0 for a lattice of positive ions in a degenerate electron gas. In the
2

limit of T ->••», y - — .

A serious deficiency of the Cruneisen model is that it does not properly

describe the fluid state often attained at high shock-temperatures. In the

case of simple metals such as the Alkalis, Aluminium, etc., the Mie-Gruneisen

equation of state which is considered in this work, with constant value of y

is given by

-fc>-



F

V (22)

The differential of entropy is expressed as [2]:

dS

Cv T V
il i Y d v

(S3)

Here we will adopt the same procedure which has been used above in the

case of ideal gas; therefore, we get:

(Y+UIT x

^0

+ (y+l)Log(l-X) (210

u p
where x = ^ as before and Co = ^ y + 1 ) , is the velocity of sound in

solids. u

The condition of the increase of entropy can then be written as follows .

2 •>

o (25)

Finally in solids U is given by

U
(Y+2)Up * Ay+2)\? + It Co2

s 2

denote by y* the Gruneisen ratio thus:

U =
Co 2

(26)

From Eq, (£6) it is clear that when the Gruneisen ratio y* is replaced

by y-1 this equation will reduce to Eq.(lU) for ideal gas. On the other hand,
2

if we take y* = — (value a T -t • in solids) in Eq.(26) this equation will be

the same as Eq,(l!() for monoatomic gases. This result is expected since at

high temperatures solids can be considered as monoatomic ideal gas.

-9-

III. DISCUSSION

We have found a method to derive the relationships between shock velocity

and particle velocity, using thermodynaraic considerations. This method seems

to be an accurate one. It requires only knowledge about the equation of state

and expressions of specific heat at constant volume (or free energy), to find

exactly the form of U3~ U relation. A similar differential equation as Eq..(l2)

will be solved with the help of high speed computer. Although in this work we

have considered a very simplified case [17], [k] the obtained results are in

good agreement with the early interpretation for the parameters a and b

as follows:

a) For small shock compressions the interpretations [8], [l], [15] of

the constant a have been identified with the hydrodynamic sound speed. This

can be easily verified from Eq.(l4). When p •+ 0, U •+ 0, so U = Co which

is in good agreement with our result.

b) The interpretation of Rice [B] about the parameter b at zero pressure

was 2 -rn~ = Y* + 1> This result can be obtained from our result as follows:
dU

P

when p -» 0, 0 •* 0, so -^r- = s =

we obtained 2s = y + 2. P

if in Eq.(ll*). From Eq. (26)

The recent Sikka interpretation of this parameter b through the

pseudopotential is TT~T7 ir
This interpretation shows

3 v /
that the parameter b is proportional to Slater's expression for Gruneisen ratio

which is obviously seen from Eqa.(26) or (lh) where y» + 2 is proportional

to the parameter b.

Finally, what about the question of the linearity of the Ug- U curve,

where, it is expected to breakdown whenever any electronic structural change

occurs in the material as a function of compression temperature? We believe

that the variation of y* with the volume is one of the effects responsible

for the breakdown of the curve (Us- U ). See [21].

The values of parameters a and b obtained in our results are

T, y + 1, li?- T. 1 or 1-3 in good agreement with all the experimental results.
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